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Live

Test your website across
any device or browser that
has ever existed. Yes, even IE6.

the world’s most trusted platform for cross-browser testing
Interactively test your websites across a maximum market coverage of browsers and devices to ensure
your code works everywhere without a glitch. Everything on Live works out of the box and requires
zero setup or maintenance. Consistently catch bugs early in the development process, push code that
works on every browser version, and deliver amazing experiences for every customer. Learn more
about Live at: browserstack.com/live.

Be Confident Your Website Works Everywhere
Identify and solve problems before they affect users. Test every possible user
scenario across 1,200+ browser combinations on a wide range of operating systems and
real mobile devices. Live gives you the assurance of knowing your website looks and
functions exactly as it should for every customer.

Test on Real Devices, Without Spending a Fortune
While testing on physical devices is costly and high-maintenance, the alternative
—emulators—gives inaccurate results. Our global network of data centers replaces your
in-house device labs with the Real Device Cloud—a mobile infrastructure offering
thousands of popular iOS and Android devices for testing on demand 24/7. With Live, rely
on accurate results and a truly native experience, as good as testing with a device in hand.

Test Early and Often on Your Environment
Costs of fixing defects and reworking requirements increase exponentially in later stages
of the SDLC. Start testing early. Local Testing in Live enables you to instantly test both
development and staging environments on the BrowserStack cloud without any setup or
configuration, including servers behind firewalls, proxies and internal setups.

Debug and Fix Instantly
Quickly find, reproduce and troubleshoot issues in your web apps and sites. Get to
resolutions faster than ever. Browsers and devices come equipped with comprehensive
pre-installed developer tools, helping you identify the root cause of every client-side issue
faster than ever. Use our native integrations to screenshot, annotate and file bugs across
teams on Jira and Trello without switching tools.

Get Uncompromising Security
Rest assured all your data is securely managed across all browsers, devices and operating
systems during test sessions. Once a session ends, all the data is wiped out, ensuring the
next session runs on a pristine browser. Read our Security policies to learn more.
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“ BrowserStack enables us to test client websites on 10x more
platforms, protecting us from the embarrassment of clients
finding issues in their websites.

”

IAN CHAPMAN
President, Leaf Design
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